By Dale Karch & Todd Smith

Traditional Bow Accessories
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ho can resist the beautiful
woods and graceful lines of
a fine custom recurve or
longbow? Or, how about handcrafted, all-leather back quivers filled with
stunning wooden arrows? These are
the items that normally get all the
press. Magazines are filled with them.
These color-rich, sexy, high-end
items literally jump off a page and
scream, “Look at me!” “Read this!”
There’s a good reason for that. People
like reading about them, they like
looking at the pictures and dreaming
of owning their own someday. It’s a
good thing too. Since they’re higher in
price, they’re a bit more difficult to
sell. They need that extra coverage.

Shur-Grips are seamless rubber grips
that roll into place and provide a non-slip,
weatherproof grip on any longbow and
many recurves.
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Yet, how do these items stack up
when you consider profit margins?
Not very well do they? Who are the
unsung heroes of volume and profit?
When it comes to actually making
money on your inventory, which
items are your superstars? You’ve got
it, accessories! The small items like
string silencers, string keepers, and
bow tip protectors. They are your gold
mines of profit and in traditional
archery there are many to choose
from. Traditional bow accessories are
available in many versions, styles,
and types. Today we’ll share with you
the accessory items we’ve found to be
the best sellers, the top money earners. By the time you’ve digested this
information, you’ll have a good
understanding of which accessories
are crucial to carry for the longbow

This leather grip material is adhesive
backed. Trim it to fit your bow and stick it
on. It’s very easy.
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and recurve shooters in your area.
You’ll know how to maximize profit,
from a minimal cash and space
investment.
Traditional accessories fall into
several categories. We’ll introduce the
top performers in each category. The
two main categories we’ll cover today
are accessories for your bow, and
accessories for your bowstring.
Accessories for your bow include;
bow grip materials, arrow rests, arrow
plates, arrow holders, bow tip protectors, string keepers, vibration dampeners, bow stringers, and camo bow
socks. For the bowstring it’s silencers,
brush buttons, wax, and a unique little tool called the string separator.
The selection of bow grip materials is varied but the top sellers are the
“Shur-Grip” and the adhesive-backed
leather grips. The “Shur-Grip” is a

The “Bear Hair Rest & Plate” has been a
strong seller for over 20 years.
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seamless rubber tube that rolls onto
your longbow (and some recurves)
and stretches to fit the curves of the
grip like a skin-tight glove. These
grips offer solid non-slip positioning
in the hand, they’re impervious to
water or snow, they’re easy to install,
and they’re reasonably priced. (A trick
to installing these on recurves with a
little more mass on the riser is to roll
them up like a doughnut and over a
short piece of parachute cord. Then
when you get to the largest section of
the riser, you can use the rope like a
flexible lever and force the “ShurGrip” up and over the largest section
of the riser.) These grips have a universal appeal and you’ll see them on
bows being shot by both the new
“modern-traditionalist” and the older
“vintage-traditionalist”.
Next in line is the adhesivebacked leather grip. This one appeals
more to the “vintage-traditionalist”
but its versatility keeps it a top seller.
Not only can you use this item as a
grip material, but you can use the
scrap for arrow rests and plates. To
install the adhesive-backed grip, first
measure your bow grip to determine
what height and width is needed,
then “cut-peel-and-stick”. (A good tip
for trimming the seam neatly is to
wrap the grip around the handle and
overlap the bottom and top layers.
Then, cut through both layers at the
same time with a utility knife.)
Remember to save the extra pieces.
Bow grips are strong sellers and we
recommend you offer at least a couple choices to your longbow and
recurve shooters.
When it comes to arrow rests and

arrow plates the selection is vast. To
clarify the “rug rest” is a pad that is
installed on the arrow shelf, the little
ledge on the side of a longbow or
recurve where the arrow “rests”. The
“arrow plate” is installed on the side
of the sight window, right where the
arrow rubs against it during the shot
sequence.
Not many longbow and recurve
shooters shoot elevated rests anymore. However, there is one worth
mentioning, the “Neet Pro-Rest”. It
does enjoy a loyal following, and can
be used on some compound bows,
but the majority of traditional shooters use rests and plates of rug, calf
hair, or leather materials.
The “Rug Rest” and “Rug Plate”
are our all-time best sellers in this category. We move literally thousands of
them annually. They’re adhesive
backed for easy installation. The side
plate is ready to install. You simply
peel off the backing and stick the
plate where you want it. The rest
needs to be trimmed to fit. Set it on
the shelf, draw the shape of the shelf
edge on the bottom, then trim to fit
before the peel and stick process. The
rug rest and rug plate are available in
black or brown, work for right or left
handed bows, and are inexpensive
retailing at under $1.50 each. Leather
and calf-hair versions of these accessories are available as well. They don’t
sell quite as well, but are a nice option
for the traditional shooter. Traditional
archers do like to try new things, so
offering a choice is an easy way to
increase sales.
One package deal that has been a
strong seller for over 20 years is the

The exotic clipped calf hair leopard print
arrow rest and plate material adds a bit of
flair to any bow. (Note the Shur-Grip on
this recurve’s handle.)

The ‘Kwick-Lok’ arrow holder is a
bowhunter’s best friend in cold weather
and for long days in treestands.

“Bear Hair Rest & Plate”. This set, from
Bear Archery, offers the same rug rest
and leather side plate combo that
comes standard on all Fred Bear
recurve bows. Many Fred Bear fans
want only Fred Bear items. That and
the fact that it’s a really good product
keeps them selling strongly.
There are a couple exotic combo
shelf and rest materials that you trim
to fit. There’s a real “Sealskin Rest
Material” and a “Clipped Calf-Hair
Leopard Print Rest Material”. The
sealskin is not a trade name, it’s really
seal fur, very durable, slick, quiet, and
attractive. In reality, it’s probably the
best material we’ve seen for rests and
plates. You get a square of approximately. 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches and you
cut it to whatever shapes you like
then glue it on with a contact cement
like Barg. The leopard-print clipped
calf-hair is the same size and you cut
it as well, but it offers an adhesive
back so you simply peel and stick
once you’ve trimmed it to shape.
Arrow rests and arrow plates
MUST be stocked on your shelves.
Every longbow and recurve needs
them and they wear out, so repeat
sales are a guaranteed occurrence.
Arrow holders are popular with
both compound and traditional
shooters. The best is the “Kwik-Lok”
arrow holder. It’s adhesive backed for
quick installation, cut out for a
plunger, and the rubber used in them
is silent and supple, even in frigid
temps. It’s the perfect accessory for
tree-stand hunters who either hang
their bows from a hook, or stand and
hold their bow for hours. (The arrow
holder eliminates the bowhunter
having to keep their index finger
hooked over the arrow all the time.
This is especially advantageous in the
cold.)
Many of us traditional bow
shooters like to lean on our bows.
When we do this, the lower limb tip
takes a beating unless it’s protected.
That’s why bow tip protectors are
“must have” accessories. They’re
available in leather as well as plastic
and rubber versions. The leather kind
is novel and attractive, but the plastic
and rubber kind are the top sellers.
The basic, “Rubber Tip Protector” is
available in three colors, brown,
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Rubber tip protectors are shown above.
Below is a string keeper from Neet.

Detachable Bow Tunerz allow you to find the ‘sweet spot’ for dampening limb vibration.

green, and tan. They slide on the
lower limb tip easily and protect it
from abrasion and moisture. The soft
rubber stretches to fit either longbows or recurves and that makes
them the most practical and universal tip protector available. Another
side benefit of using tip protectors is
they keep your bowstring attached to
the lower limb. Once you have your
bow all tuned and your string just the
right length, it’s problematic if the
string comes off the lower limb tip
and loses some twists. When that
happens, you have to re-tune your
bowstring and that’s a time consuming chore. Bow tip protectors hold
that string in place. Bow tip protectors should be on every longbow and
recurve out there. They’re so low in
cost and they serve such an important purpose, there’s no excuse for not
having them.
Speaking of keeping bowstrings
in place, there is an accessory called a
“String Keeper”. String Keepers slide
over the upper limb tip. They utilize
an adjustable hook system that hooks
on the upper loop of the bowstring

When it comes to bow stringers all you
need to know is Selway. They’re the best in
the business.
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and keeps it near the upper tip for
easy access. This is especially handy if
you store your bow in a soft bow sock
style bow case. Without fail, when you
pull your bow from a bow sock bow
case, the string will have moved well
down the limb and away from the tip.
This isn’t the end of the world, but it
makes the stringing process a bit
more tedious. The string keepers
eliminate that problem and most of
them are attractive to boot. These are
well worth the inventory dollars
invested, as they are strong sellers.
Most compound shooters are
quite familiar with dampening vibration in their set-ups. Normally longbows and recurves are pretty immune
to this, but occasionally a traditional
archer will find they have a situation
where a little dampening would really
help. They now have a choice. The
traditional “Limbsaver” looks like a
black flat-topped mushroom, has an
adhesive back, and is easily attached
to the limbs. The new “Bow Tunerz”
from Richwood Archery (maker of
CSS compound bows) offer the same
benefit but they wrap around the bow
rather than stick to it so you can
experiment with different limb positions until you find the one that offers
the best results.
How can you talk about bow
accessories without mentioning bow
stringers? This is another area where
the selection is large, but the top sellers are so far ahead of the next in line
that the choice is clear. The winners

in this category are the longbow
stringers and recurve stringers by
Selway Archery. We market them as
simply, “the best bow stringers available”. They’re all you’ll need.
Most of the longbows and
recurves on the market today look
more like works of art than the deadly tools they really are. Most fine custom bows use clear fiberglass on the
limb facings so the warm hues of the
natural wood used in the core can be
seen and appreciated. When bow
hunters take to the woods though,
they need concealment. Their gear
must blend in with the patterns of
their surroundings. Camo bow socks
are the answer. They’re available in
different patterns for different situations. We have them in; “Snake”, a
subtle dark contrasting with medi-

These camo bow socks, available in
assorted colors, slide on to cover shiny
bow limbs and help bows disappear in the
woods.

um-light shading that is effective in
nearly all environments, “Tiger”
which has a bit more color but
enough contrast to disappear in most
situations, and “Snow” for situations
when there is snow on the ground.
These socks eliminate the glare and
hide the lines of the bows from all
game.
Another limb camo worth mentioning is the “Lemkover Leaves”
from Whitewater Creek. If you’re a fan
of the leafy style 3-D camo you’ll like
these. They attach to the bow via
Velcro strips and ties. They’re very
effective. Both of these products
should come with a warning! Be careful if you lean your bow against a tree
and walk away, you may never find
your bow again.
A unique bow accessory worth
special mention is the calf-hair string
groove silencer. These silencers are
pre-cut adhesive-backed calf-hair
strips that are installed on recurve
bows just where the string meets the
bow at brace height. Their benefits
are two-fold. Many traditional shooters use Flemish strings and these
strings often have quite a bit of string
wax on them. This can cause unwanted noise during the draw. You should
always remove and burnish away
excess string wax from your string,
but since the string groove on a
recurve bow is especially prone to this
noise it’s a good idea to use the string
groove silencers. They also help with
what is called “string slap”. Some
recurve bows are equipped with what
we call “double loop” or “endless”
strings. These strings have their loops
formed by wrapping them with string
serving material. This forms a long,
hard, and somewhat noisy section of

String groove silencers quiet “string-slap”
on recurve bows.
Circle 112 on Response Card
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Still popular today, Kwikee string
silencers have been silencing bowstrings
for decades.

string that slaps the limb upon
release of the arrow. These string
groove silencers dramatically dampen that string slap which is especially
important to bowhunters.
Bowstring accessories include
string silencers, brush buttons, string
wax, and a string separator. These are
higher volume, high profit items that
will “fly” off your shelves.
There are many kinds of sting
silencers. Many compound shooters
are familiar with the rubber “CatWhiskers” and “Kwikee” string
silencers. Still, most traditionalists
favor the look and performance of
natural silencers whether they are
wool or fur. Wool string silencers like
the “Woolie Whispers” (sheep wool),
“Quiet Wool” (llama wool) and “Musk
Ox” (musk ox under-wool called
“Qiviut”) string silencers are fantastic
at dampening string vibration and
they remain remarkably dry in wet
conditions. Fur silencers are available
in nearly any fur you can imagine. We
have limited the field to the best performing, best selling fur types and
they are; beaver, otter, and muskrat.
Beaver is the best selling, otter is the
best for dampening and muskrat is
the best for water repellency. All of
these silencers are good sellers.
There’s no doubt, if you put them on
your shelves, they’ll sell.
Brush buttons are designed to
keep debris from wedging inbetween the string and the bow limb
on recurve bows. They are available in
two sizes, 11/16” and 7/8” and are a
“must have” item on any string for a
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Brush Buttons keep grasses and small
limbs from sticking between the limb and
bowstring and are a ‘must have’ item for
all recurve bows.

recurve bow. If you don’t already offer
these, get them right away!
String wax is not normally
thought of as an accessory, but strings
need to be routinely waxed to lengthen their life-span. Here again there
are many choices but a good silicone
based wax like Bohning’s “Tex-Tite” or
a beeswax and rosin based “String
Maker’s Wax” is best. When you start
to notice small little fibers “fuzzing”
on your bowstring it’s time to apply
some wax. Rub the wax stick up and
down on the string and even the serving. Then with a small piece of clean,
soft leather, rub the string vigorously
to heat the wax and burnish the
string. The warm wax will penetrate
the fibers and the leather will remove
any excess. (Those scraps you saved
from your leather bow grip material
can be used for this.) Regularly waxing your strings will keep them in
good shape for safe shooting. This is a
valuable tip to pass on to your customers.
The string separator is an item all
its own. This tool separates the
strands of an endless string while
your bow is strung so you can install
the fur style string silencers described
above without un-stringing your bow.
Squeeze the tapered tip between the
strands then twist the unit and “lock”
the string in the groove. Now your
string has an opening for you to start
the first ½” of the fur silencer in.
Remove the tool and the string closes
on the silencer. Wrap the fur around
the string now “barber pole” style till
you have about ½” left. Insert the
string separator again twist and insert

the bottom end. Remove the separator and again the string clamps down
on the silencer holding it in place.
This is another accessory that is at
home with both compound shooters
and traditional shooters once they
know about it. You might keep one
clipped onto a display bow near the
counter. It’ll start the conversation
about the tool, which opens the door
for a free demo.
Selling traditional bow accessories offers many benefits. The items
are small in size so they take up very
little shelf space. They are low in cost
so you don’t have to tie up many of
your precious inventory dollars. They
have very good margins, which make
them especially profitable. They’re
easy to install, so you can offer installation services to increase their profitability. (Or use free installation as a
closing tool.) They are readily available so back-orders are rare, and perhaps most importantly, they don’t last
forever, so your customers will keep
coming back to your store to get
them. Of course that’s an opportunity
for you to sell them something with a
little more flash like a new bow or that
handcrafted back quiver they were
reading about in the last issue of…
You get the idea. Traditional bow
accessories are all benefit, no handicap. Add them to your inventory
offering today.
For more information contact:
3Rivers Archery, Post Office Box 517
Ashley IN 46705. You can reach us by
phone at (260) 587-9501, email us at
info@3RiversArchery.com or check us
out on-line at 3riversarchery.com
ABOUT THE COLUMNISTS: A
former tool and die maker who is no
stranger to precision work, Karch
spent three years working full time as
a bowyer before he and wife Sandie
purchased 3Rivers Archery. Running
the business has given him a unique
perspective on the traditional side of
the archery industry. Todd Smith lived
in Alaska for several years and trained
under master fletcher John Dodge,
well known for making some of the
finest cedar arrows ever offered. From
1988 to now, Todd has been the "Right
Hand Man" at the Ashley, Indiana distributor.

